Twist-Lock® Devices

20 and 30 Ampere Plugs and Connector Bodies
Features and Benefits

Improved terminations include
#10 multiple drive screws and
thicker .080" clamping nuts
Insulated nylon construction to
keep non-current carrying parts
from becoming energized

Funneled holes to permit “straightin” conductor insertion

Self-threading screws
specially designed for
secure assembly

Tough ribbed nylon housing
for secure gripping
Two-part cord grip tightens with
two screws for maximum retention
force. Broad gripping area to
accommodate wide range of
cable diameters
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Integral dust shield protects
wiring chamber from dust or
contaminants. Single-piece
shield/housing eliminates need
for separate step at installation

Wiring chambers separate and
positively insulate conductors
and promote easy inspection
Product identification is visible while
device is in use. Markings include
catalog number and ratings printed in
the IEC color scheme on the currentcarrying portion of the device
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Our 20 and 30 amp Insulgrip® plugs and connectors
maintain Hubbell’s classic integrity, solid construction
and safety features that make these devices the ‘industry
standard’.
Insulgrip’s cord gripping design clamps the conductors, not
just the cable jacket, making it the industry’s most powerful
cord grip. The restyled cord grips provide a clean, one-piece
look, and actually make it stronger.
Insulgrip’s design guards against contamination.
The nylon body and housing of the plugs and connectors
are resistant to industrial chemicals, solvents and
hydrocarbons. The face of each plug is molded specific
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to the blade configuration, eliminating holes that attract
debris. And finally, our dust shield provides additional
protection from contamination.
Additional features that make Insulgrip the industry standard
are our improved contacts that provide better terminations,
an exclusive double rivet design for the female contacts and
an easy to read identification system.
The Hubbell Twist-Lock® line of plugs and connectors
remain the broadest in the industry. Hubbell has you
covered – proven performance, innovation and selection.
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